New Town & Broughton Community Council
From :
Richard Price – NTBCC Planning Convenor
2 Bellevue Terrace
Edinburgh
EH7 4DU
th

15 May 2014

Jackie McInnes,
Planning & Building Standards,
City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court Level G:2,
4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
Dear Ms. McInnes,

Reference Application : 14/01177/PPP & 14/01126/CON
Location : AT 7, 11, 13 EYRE TERRACE, EDINBURGH, EH3 5ER
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING SCOTLAND ACT 1997
PLANNING PERMISSION IN PRINCIPLE FOR MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT. RETAIL (CLASS 1);
FINANCIAL, PROFESSIONAL + OTHER SERVICES (CLASS 2); FOOD + DRINK (CLASS 3); BUSINESS
(CLASS 4); HOTELS (CLASS 7); RESIDENTIAL (CLASS 8, 9 + SUI GENERIS), CAR PARKING, ACCESS +
OTHER WORKS, APPROVAL OF SITING + MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF PRINCIPAL BUILDING BLOCK,
POINTS OF VEHICULAR/PEDESTRIAN ACCESS + EGRESS.

Representation on behalf of the New Town & Broughton Community Council to this Planning Application in
Principle.
Having considered this application, we have the following comments :
General context : in principle, we do not object to the development of this area. There are either buildings
currently on the site (albeit with a proposed demolition linked to this application for which the relevant bodies
have been consulted) or historically there have been buildings on the other parts of the site which have been
demolished in earlier years.
a.
b.

The proposed development (or some form of) does allow completion of the urban block
which we support.
Part of the proposed site would be on land that has been reclaimed by nature – however, the
arboriculture report states that there are no significant quality trees on this part of the site.
In addition, the argument for retaining the land as open space is difficult to support as it lies
adjacent to King George V Park. Furthermore, currently the public do not enjoy access or use
this space. This has resulted in the management and look of this “open space” to deteriorate.

We note that the proposed development under this application now includes building the entire length of the
land adjacent to King George V Park & rather than the inclusion of 7 Eyre Terrace, the current proposal is for
its demolition. We had previously expressed support during the pre-Consultation for “option 4” which had the
least impact on King George V Park. This is relevant as, whilst we do not object to the demolition of 7 Eyre

Terrace, retaining the building did ensure that the western elevation did not present an unbroken façade when
viewed from King George V Park. The current proposal would loom above the existing treeline & be visible
even with full foliage. In winter, the impact would be significantly more pronounced.
We would also note that ideally in the planning of this development, it would be better to examine the site in
the wider context to ensure that development on this site is not compromised by future development on the
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) car park or vice versa. Whilst this is not possible for NTBCC, we trust that the
developers and / or RBS (along with City of Edinburgh Planning) are considering the wider context of the
overall site.
We do not object in principle to development as mixed use as this is consistent with urban pressures and
current LDP policies to develop maximise brownfield development within the city centre to somewhat
alleviate the pressures on development of greenfield land outwith the bypass - leading to more vehicles
coming into the centre and consequently less people choosing/able to live in the centre etc. We note and

regret that a site which has been designated “protected open space” for several decades is now
targeted for development. We are unaware that this designation has been changed although we are
aware of some amendments to the proposed Local Development Plan. Despite the lack of public
access, the existing space does provide further bulk and a deeper tree screen to the western
boundary of King George V Park.
1) Regarding the Classes applied for :
a)

Class 1 : Additional retail units, consistent with the area in which the development
resides would bring employment to this area of the city and could add to the vibrancy of
the area.
b) Class 2 : Financial, Professional & Other Services – again supported and allows flexibility
in either attracting or retaining businesses such as these in this area.
c) Class 3 : Food & Drink : overall no objection although the area is currently reasonably
well provided for [see comment under 3) a)]. A possible option would be to also include
some Class 3 use on the western edge of the proposed buffer.
d) Class 4 : Business – offices would be supported but would need to address transport
concerns to this area which may be the reason for adjacent office buildings currently
being vacant. Transport to this area is adequate but limiting. Unclear as to provision of
onsite parking for this development for use by employees of these businesses. We
would also support other uses – not solely offices allowable under this Class.
e) Class 7 : Hotel – no objection in principle but unclear as to type of hotel envisaged at
this stage. We will consider further once the full Planning Application is lodged.
However, we would not support the inclusion of a hotel if, as far as we understand, this
would be at the expense of residential units.
f) Class 8,9 & Sui Generis : strong support for residential (> 12 units) to increase provision
of affordable housing in this area. This is consistent with Policy Hou 7 Affordable
Housing in the Edinburgh City Local Plan. Although the PPP application does not make
specific mention of Affordable Housing, we would expect however that any future
detailed application reflect the above requirements along with a commitment by the
applicant to enter into a Section 75 Legal Agreement for the delivery of this
requirement.

2) The current proposal, whilst taking some steps to lessen the impact of the development on the
current amenity enjoyed by the users of the park, could take additional steps which we outline later.
We therefore support the proposal of setting the building back behind the buffer of a path running
the depth of the park. This buffer could include replanting appropriate screening / other planting
along that edge to offset the loss of tree depth by development of the existing green space on Eyre
Place. We welcome the permeability and potential connectivity that this buffer path on the western
edge would provide; to improve connectivity, we would strongly support encouraging the developer
to create direct access from this buffer path to the park as this will add to the amenity of new

residents and, more importantly, it will also lead to an increase in footfall and hence greater security
through a higher level of informal surveillance. We also would propose a condition on the developer
to take responsibility for the installation of appropriate fencing on this stretch of park boundary. This
could be covered under the Public Realm contributions associated with this development.
3) Given that the proposed development will provide a new hard edge to the park we particularly
regret the bookending of the north-south block with 5 storey towers as this will exacerbate the
unwelcome impact of bricks and mortar. Currently few buildings press closely on the park, unusual
for a green space in such a densely populated central area of the city, and even four storeys are
likely to cast more shade than experienced today. We would support the principle in the detailed
design of limiting the height of the development along this edge (adjacent to King George V Park) &
fronting Eyre Place to no more than the current existing adjacent tenements on Eyre Place. Although
this could be argued to “unbalance” the design as viewed from the north, this would be preferable
to the bookend approach as proposed. We note that this feedback was also received during the
Public Consultation where the majority of the views expressed supported this. We would also not
object to a staged or stepped approach (i.e. a range of heights) preferably with those facing the park
not being hard edge but more flowing and stepped with the higher elevations towards the south of
the development.
4) We understand that 20% of the housing units in a development of this size must be large enough
to accommodate growing families. However, since the site is immediately adjacent to a park in an
area otherwise deficient in public open space, it would seem appropriate that the developer
increases the proportion of family homes to capitalise on the adjacent amenity regarding available
open space.
5) Vehicular access to the development – we do not object to the proposal for vehicle access to be via Eyre
Terrace through a vennel to the south of the existing pend access. We assume that this would also include
servicing for the commercial premises located here (offices, hotel) & perhaps the retail units. We note that the
onsite parking proposed is consistent with a residential development. Whilst the total number of additional
parking spaces & therefore vehicles using Eyre Place is not welcomed, this would not form grounds for an
objection. We will re-examine the parking provision during the detailed Planning Application once the Class
uses are more specifically defined.
th

6) In accordance with the current policy regarding Resident’s Parking permits (4 June 2013), we would
expect, as the development lies within the peripheral parking Zone 6, that all residents in the development will
not be eligible residential parking permits. Furthermore, as we understand the Transport Statement, we
would expect all parking requirements for other Classes including Residential to be satisfied by parking
provision within the development.
7) We would reiterate the concerns voiced by local residents as to the history of this area (Cannonmills loch,
previous tenements on the site suffering from subsidence) and the ongoing concerns regarding ground
stability and impact of the development, especially during the construction phase, on existing tenements. This
concern should be manageable and will be re-examined during the Planning Application representation.

Yours faithfully
Richard Price on behalf of NTBCC Planning Committee

For info : Extract from the Pre-Application Consultation
The Cockburn Association
4.22 The above feedback to event one includes a response from The Cockburn
Association (as set out in full in appendix 11). In summary, the Association is generally
in support of redevelopment of the site but they do highlight specific issues that they
believe should be carefully considered.
4.23 They comment it would be better planning to examine the site in the wider context to
ensure that development on this site is not compromised by future development on
the RBS car park or vice versa.

New Town and Broughton Community Council
4.24 Following Event One, the applicant presented the outline proposals to the New Town
and Broughton Community Council on 6 February 2012. This was presented in thesame
format as the exhibition boards used at the first consultation event, again the Community
Council’s full response is included in appendix 11.
4.25 Once again, the proposed scheme was met with approval, though in this instance,
the Community Council identified option 4 as their preferred option. They state that
varying heights would be beneficial to avoid overshadowing of the park and that
although public access to the southwest corner of the park would be rarely used
initally, it would become critical once development at Royal Crescent Car Park
occurs. They also indicated that the proposal should look to incorporate varying
heights at certain points within the development so as not to disrupt residential
amenity and should incorporate public access links to the park and the surrounding
area.
4.26 Furthermore, the Community Council indicated that affordable housing should be
incorporated into the site.

